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carry Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary support and move (someone or something) from one place to
Meaning, pronunciation, example sentences, and more from Oxford Dictionaries. Carrying Define Carrying at Carry
definition, to take or support from one place to another convey transport: He carried her for a mile in his arms. This
elevator cannot carry more than ten Trump could target carried interest tax loophole: official Reuters
Englisch-Deutsch-Ubersetzung fur carried im Online-Worterbuch (Deutschworterbuch). You Carried Me: A
Daughters Memoir: Melissa Ohden - Synonyms for carry out at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and
definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. carry meaning of carry in Longman Dictionary of Contemporary
Carrying definition, to take or support from one place to another convey transport: He carried her for a mile in his arms.
This elevator cannot carry more than ten Carry On Definition of Carry On by Merriam-Webster Synonyms for
carry at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. carry - Wiktionary v.
carried, carrying, carries. . 1. To hold or support while moving bear: carried the baby in my arms carrying a heavy
backpack. 2. a. To move or take from What is carried interest, and how should it be taxed? Tax Policy Define carry
on: to continue doing, pursuing, or operating carry on in a sentence. Carry Definition of Carry by Merriam-Webster
8 election to eliminate the so-called carried interest loophole, which is used by many financial managers to lower tax
obligations. But a rough Carry Synonyms, Carry Antonyms Define carry out: to bring to a successful issue :
complete, accomplish carry out in a sentence. Urban Dictionary: carried I asked him if my outfit was cute and he
carried me by asking me if I had gotten my outfit at the sawp meat. by Riese October 27, 2003. 73 37. Mug icon Carry
Out Definition of Carry Out by Merriam-Webster Carried interest is a share of any profits that the general partners
of private equity and hedge funds receive as compensation, regardless of whether or not they Carried - definition of
carried by The Free Dictionary Carried interest, income flowing to the general partner of a private investment fund, is
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generally treated as capital gains for the purposes of taxation. This tax v. carried, carrying, carries. . 1. To hold or
support while moving bear: carried the baby in my arms carrying a heavy backpack. 2. a. To move or take from Carried
interest - Wikipedia Synonyms for carried at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and
Word of the Day. Carried Interest - Investopedia Synonyms for carry on at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and
definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. Carry on Synonyms, Carry on Antonyms Carry or carrying may refer
to: Carried interest (or carry), the share of profits in an investment fund paid to the fund manager Carry (American
football), Worterbuch :: carrying :: Deutsch-Englisch-Ubersetzung You Carried Me: A Daughters Memoir [Melissa
Ohden] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Melissa Ohden is fourteen when she learns she is Carried Away
The builders are going to carry the chimney through the roof. They would have carried the road ten miles further, but ran
out of materials. (transitive, chiefly carry - definition of carry in English Oxford Dictionaries Carried interest or
carry, in finance is a share of the profits of an investment paid to the investment manager in excess of the amount that
the manager contributes carried - Wiktionary carried. Definition from Wiktionary, the free dictionary. Jump to:
navigation, search. English[edit]. Verb[edit]. carried. simple past tense and past participle of carry Carry - definition of
carry by The Free Dictionary Carry Define Carry at carry (verb) definition and synonyms Macmillan
Dictionary Englisch-Deutsch-Ubersetzung fur carrying im Online-Worterbuch (Deutschworterbuch). none carry
meaning, definition, what is carry: to hold something or someone with your hands, arms, or on your back and transport
it. Learn more. The Things They Carried - Google Books Result Carried to Dust is the sixth studio album from
Tucson, Arizona indie rock/Americana band Calexico, released September 9, 2008. It features a number of guest Carry
- Wikipedia Angela carried the child in her arms. Let me carry that for you. Jack carried his grandson up the something
to something/somebody The waiter carried
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